SUPRA YACHT d.o.o.
Radnička Cesta 52/R2
10.000 ZAGREB
OIB:29358087051
IBAN:HR81 2402006 1100707137
SUPRA YACHT d.o.o. Radnička cesta 52/R2,10.000 Zagreb,OIB:29358087051 represented by dir.Romeo Fantina (further in
the text E-BIKE ZADAR)
i
(Further in the text:user)
Entered into agreement in _________________________________
day:_____________________________________________________

BIKE LEASE CONTRACT no.
Lease subject:_____________________________________________________________________
Lease duration:______________________________________________________________________
Article 1. BIKE LEASE CONDITIONS
1-User is at least 18 years old (unless accompanied by a person over 18 years , who takes full responsibility of bicycle use by
the minor)
2-During the lease the user receives a protective helmet which he is required to wear during the use of the bike
3-Use of the bike in bicycle racing is prohibited, except in a specific lease
4-Use of the bike is allowed only within the borders of the Republic of Croatia
5-Sublease of the bike is not allowed
6-The user is familiar with traffic rules and the Croatian Law on Road Traffic Safety, and the use of a bicycle must comply
with the same
7-The user is not allowed to make modifications or changes to the technical characteristics of the bike, in the case of illegal
actions E-BIKE Zadar will charge users for any damage done.
8-The user is required to properly park the bike, lock the bike frame and wheel to a fixed location
9-The user has reviewed the bike and agrees with the technical correctness of the bike
Article 2. LEASE DURATION
1-Start of the bike lease begins with the signing of the lease contract and payment of rent under the lease price list
2-Before the lease it is necessary to take a warranty (theft,any damage) with a deposit:
-cash payment or
- Pre-authorization at the POS device
3- End of the lease is represented by the user returning the bicycle to E-BIKE Zadar in good condition, and within the agreed
time period of the lease, with the signing of delivery reports.
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Article 3. RESPONSIBILITY OF E-BIKE ZADAR AND THE USER
1-User uses the bicycle at his own risk and is responsible for damages on the bike and to third parties
2-E-BIKE Zadar is responsible for the technical validity of the bicycle, and upon signing the contract and taking the bike the
user takes responsibility
3-E-BIKE Zadar is not responsible for damages caused by the user when using the bicycle
4-E-BIKE Zadar is not responsible for the things and people that the user transports on the bicycle
5-In the case of damage and malfunction on the bicycle, the user is required to call E-BIKE Zadar on the mob.
00385915690969
6-In the case of accidents and damage to third parties, the user is required to call E-BIKE Zadar and the police station
7-In the case of bicycle theft, the user is required to call E-BIKE Zadar and the police station, and participate in the
investigation of the theft
8-E-BIKE Zadar has a responsibility , in the case of a call concerning a malfunction, accident, damage, to resolve the problem
as fast as possible
Article 4. LEASE PRICING AND REIMBURSEMENT
1-The lease pricing is based on the current advertised price list
2-Damage compensation is based on the advertised price list of spare parts and the necessary work for repair
3-In the case of bicycle theft an amount will be charged based on the current theft pricing during the lease
Article 5. DATA PROTECTION
1-E-BIKE Zadar is responsible for the confidentiality of user data based on the Croatian Law on Protection of Personal Data
Article 6. OTHER PROVISIONS
1- E-BIKE Zadar and the user can terminate the bike lease agreement at any time, but E-BIKE Zadar will charge the duration
of use and possible damage according to the current price list, except if the bicycle has hidden defects that were not visible
during the lease signing
2-For any disputes, the Court in Zadar has jurisdiction
3-The parties accept all the rights and obligations arising from this Agreement with their personal signature
4-This contract is made in 2 (two) identical copies, and each party keeps one copy

Renter:

User:

SUPRA YACHT d.o.o.
___________________

________________________
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